Lulsla Nightmare
I was assigned as a escort of a main joint of Assault Gunboats, whose primary objective was destroy
the rebel Light Calamari Cruiser named Lulsla. Twelve imperial ships against a Cruiser, some rebel
ships and wide zone full of mines. As Tau Flight Leader, I was assigned as Omega's flight group
escort.
The four flight groups flew through at full engine. When we were locked by the mines, I ordered
my flight group to attack all the mines near Omega flight group. All was right until Omega and
Sigma began to attack Lulsla. That cruiser was weakened but not destroyed, and his turrets destroy
the Sigma flight group and two Omega's gunboats. Tau and Nu flight groups were ok, and the
primary mission was still incomplete. In that moment, I ordered my flight group to cover me, and
launch all my concussion missiles to the Calamari Cruiser Lulsla. My flight group attack them
while some X-Wing appeared. Nu flight group cover the whole operation but they suffered a lot of
damage from the rest of the minefield. That was terrible. Only me and LT Sergeyli have no damage
(although low shields). In that moment, LCM Dunta Polo, Nu flight group Leader, communicated
with me and told me the secret mission. Any escape ship from the now almost destroyed Lulsla
must be blown up and the Commander's ship must be disabled.
The last Omega ship launched his missiles against Lulsla. They impact directly in the motors, and in
that moment, some ships were launched from the Cruiser. That was the signal. LCM Dunta Polo
was assigned to follow the Commander's ship, and the rest of us must cover him and destroy all
escaping ships. The remaining mines and the Y-Wings were a problem. Two Y-Wings launched
some missiles against LCM Dunta Polo. Fortunately CPT Alpha Fox Trot locked them and
destroyed them before hit Nu Leader. Meanwhile, the Commander's ship was disabled and the rest
were destroyed by LT Sergeyli and me myself.
That was supposed to be an easy mission, but it was fatal for a lot of good pilots. At least the
objectives were reached, and the whole zone was now empty of rebels and traitors.
For the Empire!!!

